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Foreword

Foreword

Foreword from the Chancellor of the University
of Zurich

Foreword from Alexander Pereira, Director of
Teatro alla Scala di Milano

The management of cultural enterprises places great de- mands:
according to which principles does one create a schedule? How to
ensure financing? How to align the branding of the business, while
remaining unique? How does one deal with artists? Fourteen years
ago, three opera directors - Alexander Pereira, Klaus Zehelein and Sir
Peter Jonas – approached the University of Zurich with a proposal
to establish a continuing education course aiming to prepare its
graduates for the special challenges presented by a management
function in cul2 tural enterprises. The program became a reality, and since six years, a
series of students have completed the Executive Master of Arts
Administration (EMAA) pro- gram. Many of these graduates are
now holding posi- tions of responsibility within cultural
institutions.
The program was designed from the beginning to address the
needs and requirements for adaptation to the cultural landscape, as
well as to society as a whole. The goal of the EMAA is to qualify
individuals for lea- dership roles in cultural institutions of the
performing Arts, i.e. opera houses, theatres, orchestras, festivals,
and dance companies. Special attention is placed on the promotion of
women in these capacities, given that gen- der equality has yet to be
universally obtained in ma- nagement roles of cultural institutions.
The Philosophical and the Economic Sciences Faculty of the
University, which provides part of the EMAA teaching staff,
funds the EMAA. The study management

is incumbent upon Anna-Christine Straub, a scholar of theatre and
cultural studies, who has been responsible for artistic planning,
public relations and fundraising for various notable theatres, opera
houses and concert events. The EMAA international network
includes many institutions in European cultural centres such as
Milan, Bologna, Berlin, Salzburg and Zurich. Managers establish the
program modules based on artistic themes, with guidance from the
cultural institutions. They know from personal experience the tasks of
an artistic direc- tor, and ensure that the program participants
receive tried and tested and practical tools for application in their
demanding professional activities.
I wish the EMAA continued success in the training of responsible
and competent leaders for cultural institu- tions.

Prof. Dr. Michael Hengartner

When over 14 years ago I established I the Executive Master’s
Program in Arts Administration, I had above all one goal: to train
highly professional cultural mana- gers, to promote their passion for
Art and artistic agen- cies, and to convey to participants profound
knowledge and leadership skills. Thanks to a well-designed curriculum and excellent lecturers, we have succeeded in this endeavour year
after year. In the face of social upheavals that bring at once new risks and
opportunities, the pro- gram of study attains still greater relevance as
cultural enterprises face completely new challenges. It is no lon- ger
sufficient for a person in a leadership position in Arts
administration simply to possess an understanding of art, a profound
knowledge of the cultural landscape and new trend, but such a role now
requires competence in economic and organizational matters. The
contem- porary Arts administrator must be prepared to deal
proactively with today's new challenges, to exploit them to advantage,
and, first and foremost, must be able to recognize risks and exploit
such opportunities as arise. The cultural world of tomorrow is apt to
call for increa- singly specific, critically reflected knowledge of
market demands, which influence the production ofart.
The most important capability within this process re- mains, as
before, that those employees in key positions of various cultural
enterprise must, as for their own sake as for the sake of their colleagues,
possess the optimal credentials for mutual excellent performance of
their duties. Indeed, it is not enough merely to motivate your

Prof. Dr. Michael Hengartner
Chancellor of the University of
Zurich

Weiterbildung Arts Administration

own team, but cultural managers must also have the gift to enchant their
audience, policy makers, sponsors and artists. All involved parties
must be inspired to achieve excellence and uniqueness that is inherent
to Art, and should be all of our responsibility. I remain pleased by the
ongoing cooperation between the EMAA program and the
Accademia Teatro alla Scala di Milano, which offers our students
many opportunities to extend a net- work extending beyond the
German-speaking cultural world. Great artist experiences need
outstanding leaders, and the EMAA trains up these leaders.

Alexander Pereira

Alexander Pereira
Director of Teatro alla Scala di Milano
Co-Founder of Executive Master in
Arts Administration

Weiterbildung Arts Administration
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Program Overview

verview

Objective

Aim

Target group

Costs

Weiterbildung Arts Administration

Since 2004, the Arts Administration program has been training future lea- ders of cultural
institutions and can be proud of its great success: Numerous leading positions of prominent
cultural organizations are now occupied by EMAA graduates. The high-caliber
qualifications of the EMAA program lecturers is unique in the German-speaking world:
well-known lecturers from science, culture, business and politics not only teach theoretical
know- ledge, but also share their personal experience derived from many years in leadership
positions.
In the 14 years since the establishment of the EMAA, numerous social chan- ges have occurred,
so that today it is no longer sufficient to impart know- ledge on artistic, economic, legal and
cultural topics, without increasingly addressing social developments. Successful leadership in
cultural institu- tions is coming to require a sensitivity to sociological changes and altered
patterns of communication behavior. Thus, the revised EMAA program places a new focus
on social change and digital knowledge, so that the re- pertoire of skills learned in the course
will retain its relevance in the years to come.
The EMAA program includes two six-week internships so that students can apply their
knowledge in real working circumstances, and to help them to establish important
professional networks. The program is designed to be concomitantly with professional
activity, and (depending on individual needs) includes a CAS (Certificate of Advanced
Studies), a Diploma, or an Executive Master’s degree.

Location

Governance

Information and applications

The challenges of running cultural enterprises are growing, as managers must cope not only
with the growing pressure from economic reality and the tensions arising between artistic
planning, education and artistic integ- rity, but also the increasing number of competitors for
recreation activities, such that successful management calls for an appealing game plan.
The EMAA program is in line with the needs of students, their work, their environment, which
is characterized by volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity, and the scarcity of time
at their disposal. resources.
Based on the interdisciplinary nature of EMAA studies, graduates shall ac- quire tools for
competently responding to the core challenges of modern cultural enterprises.

Future and aspiring executive managers in performing arts institutions (opera houses, dance
theaters, theaters, independent theater, private thea- ters, concert halls, and orchestras, etc.)

‒ EMAA: CHF 29 000.– (payment in four installments is possible)
‒ DAS: CHF 28 000.– (payment in four installments is possible)
‒ CAS: CHF 9 000.–

Weiterbildung Arts Administration

University of Zurich, Center for Continuing Education, Schaffhauserstrasse 228, 8057 Zurich
(www.zwb.uzh.ch).
Individual modules are located in Milan, Salzburg and Berlin.
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences and Faculty of Business, Economics and Informatics,
represented by Prof. Dr. med. Reinhard Fatke, President of the Executive Committee

University of Zurich, Executive Master in Arts Administration AnnaChristine Straub, Scheuchzerstrasse 21, 8006 Zurich
Tel: +41 (0)44 634 49 19, E-Mail: anna.straub@emaa.uzh.ch
Website: www.emaa.uzh.ch

Program Director

Anna-Christine Straub studied Theater and Communication Science at the University of
Bologna (Dr. ssa in Discipline delle Arti, Musica e Spettacolo) with Umberto Eco, and
Marketing at the HSG St. Gallen (DAS). Her profes- sional positions in the fields of artistic
planning, public relations work and fundraising led her to the Teatro Comunale di Bologna,
the Teatro Verdi Trieste, the Staatsoper Unter den Linden Berlin, to the Konzert-Direktion
Hans Adler Berlin, the Hans Otto Theater, Potsdam, the Deutsche Oper Ber- lin, the Zurich
Opera House, as well as the Salzburg Festival

Executive Committee

‒ Prof. emeritus Dr. Reinhard Fatke, President of the Steering Committee, Institute for
Educational Science, Director, UZH
‒ Rolf Bolwin, Managing Director of the Deutsches Bühnenverein
‒ Prof. Dr. Elisabeth Bronfen, English Seminar UZH
‒ Jürg Dähler, Board Member Alumni EMAA, Director of Swiss Chamber Concerts
‒ Prof. Dr. Felix Dasser, Law Institute UZH, Lawyer
‒ Alexander Pereira, Director of the Teatro alla Scala di Milano
‒ Prof. Dr. Dieter Pfa, Institute of Business Administration UZH
‒ Prof. Dr. Bernd Roeck, Historical Seminar UZH
‒ Mathias Schulz, Director of the Berlin State Opera
‒ Elisabeth Sobotka, Director of the Bregenz Festival
‒ Dr. Peter Stüber, President of Merbag Holdings AG, Honorary President of Tonhall
Society, Zurich
‒ Prof.Dr.HansPeter Wehrli,InstituteofBusinessAdministration, UZH
‒ Prof. Dr. Claudia Zey, Historical Seminar, UZH
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Curriculum

Curriculum

Curriculum

Module

Date

Subject

Module manager

ECTS/CAS-Module

Semester One ‒ CAS with focus on culture and organization

6

1

7. – 9. September 2018

2

Module

Date

Subject

Module manager

ECTS

Semester Four
Prof. Dr. Iso Camartin

2 ECTS Credits/CAS 1

22

7. – 9. Februar 2020

Positioning in the labor market

Sabine von Anhalt

2 ECTS Credits

28. – 30. September 2018 Music Theater – Opera

Elisabeth Sobotka

2 ECTS Credits/CAS 1

23

6. – 8. März 2020

Digital Brand Management

Jürgen Häusler

2 ECTS Credits

3

19. – 21. Oktober 2018

Thomas Oberender

2 ECTS Credits/CAS 1

24

3. – 5. April 2020

Leadership and Conflict

Sir Peter Jonas

2 ECTS Credits

25

8. – 10. Mai 2020

Communicating with the Press

Christoph Fasel

2 ECTS Credits

4

9. – 11. November 2018 Dance – Off Theatre

Stefanie Carp

2 ECTS Credits/CAS 1
26

12. – 13. Juni 2020

2 ECTS Credits

7. – 9. Dezember 2018

Private Theater – Musicals

Ralf Kokemüller

2 ECTS Credits/CAS 1

Cultural city of Berlin: Preservation of
cultural heritage

Matthias Schulz

5
6

11. – 13. Januar 2019

Concert – Orchestra

Tabaré Perlas

2 ECTS Credits/CAS 1

7

23. – 26. Januar 2019

Festival – Salzburg Festival

Salzburger Festspiele

2 ECTS Credits/CAS 1

What is Culture?

Theater House – Child and
Adolescent Theater

Semester Two
8

8. – 10. Februar 2019

Society – Change

Michael Schindhelm

2 ECTS Credits

9

1. – 3. März 2019

Leadership – Social competence

Theresia Volk

2 ECTS Credits

10

29. – 31. März 2019

Communication with the audience
– New Media

Manuel Nappo

2 ECTS Credits

11

12. – 14. April 2019

Positioning – Scientific Work

Martina Beermann

2 ECTS Credits

12

10. – 12. Mai 2019

Cultural city Berlin: visionary and
intercultural

Stefan Brandt

2 ECTS Credits

13

14. – 16. Juni 2019

Cultural Education – Cultural Policy Daniel Fiedler
– Scientific Work

2 ECTS Credits

14

5. – 7. Juli 2019

Digital trends in culture

Danica Zeier

2 ECTS Credits

CAS: Mandatory modules in Semester One and Semester Three:
• CAS 1: Module 1–7. CAS with focus on culture and organization
• CAS 2: Module 15–21. CAS with focus on law and finances

Semester Three ‒ CAS with focus on law and finances
15

6. – 8. September 2019

Culture and Society

Prof. Dr. Iso Camartin

2 ECTS Credits/CAS 2

16

4. – 6. Oktober 2019

Law in Cultural institutions I

Prof. Dr. Felix Dasser

5 ECTS Credits (*including all 3
Lawmodules)/CAS 2

17

25. – 27. Oktober 2019

Accounting and Controlling

Prof. Dr. Dieter Pfaff

2 ECTS Credits/CAS 2

18

1. – 3. November 2019

Law in Cultural institutions II

Prof. Dr. Felix Dasser

5 ECTS Credits (•)/CAS 2

19

13. – 15. Dezember 2019

Marketing – Financing

Prof. Dr. Hans Peter Wehrli

2 ECTS Credits/CAS 2

20

9. – 12. Januar 2020

Law in Cultural institutions III

Prof. Dr. Felix Dasser

5 ECTS Credits (•)/CAS 2

21

23. – 25. Januar 2020

Culture City Milano

Alexander Pereira

2 ECTS Credits/CAS 2

Continuing Education Arts Administration
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Semester One ‒ CAS with focus on culture and organization

Semester One ‒ CAS with focus on culture and organization

Culture I: What is Culture?
Module 1

Music Theater – Opera
Module 2

8
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«Culture, in its broadest sense, can be considered as the sum total of the unique spiritual,
material, intellectual and emotional aspects that characte- rize a society or a social group. This
includes not only art and literature, but also ways of life, the fundamental rights of man, value
systems, traditions and faiths. » (UNESCO Cultural, December 1982).
However, according to this definitions, this begs the question. In this first module, the
following basic questions are to be concretized: Which specific cultural manifestations arose
in human prehistory? How do they shape their behavior and development? Why do people
need rituals, parties and games? How and in what time did artists become free agents? Why is
rebellion the forerunner of individual style? How does technology enable the emergence of new
forms of culture? How does culture change the traditions and values of a society? Does art make
people happy? Does asociety even need the arts?

«Theater must be». The political consensus that public theatrical, the city's most
expensive cultural institution (even in the face of empty coffers) must remain inviolable, is
declining in these times of great social challenges. The days that houses are kept at a financially
stable level by the public sector have come to an end. What goals and strategies can an
institution develop in the realm of today’s conflict between artistic aspirations, economic conditions and social responsibility? And how does this affect the selection of productions, artists
and the formation of ensembles? How can a house posi- tion a festival within an urban structure
in the context of diverse leisure ac- tivities? And how should economic planning for artistically
rich programs
and high occupancy rates be brought into harmony? What are the fundamental differences between the disciplines and their dispositional and arti- stic characteristics,
and can these be maintained in times of interdisciplinary productions? Finally, how can it be
conveyed in the future that theater really has to be?

Module manager Prof. Dr. Iso Camartin
Iso Camartin (* 1944) is an essayist and publicist, and had also worked as a TV presenter. He studied phi- losophy and
Romance philology in Munich, Bologna and Regensburg, and did his doctorate on German idealism. From 1974 to 1977 he
worked as a research fellow at the Center for European Studies at Harvard University. In addition to his journalistic work,
especially for the Neu Zuercher Zeitung, he was a lecturer at various Swiss universities. From 1985 to 1997 he was Full
Professor of Romanian Literature and Culture at the ETH and at the University of Zurich. Between 1996 and 1998 he moderated
the show Sternstunde Kunst on SRF 1. From 2000 to 2003 he directed the cultural department of Swiss television. Between
2004 and 2012 he was responsible for the"Opera Workshop" at the Zurich Opera House. Iso Camartin is a member of the
German Academy of Language and Poetry, the Association of Writers and Authors of Switzerland and the PEN Club. Today
he lives as a freelance author and cultural scientist in Zurich and New Jersey.

Module manager Elisabeth Sobotka
Born in Vienna, Elisabeth Sobotka studied music and drama, journalism and business administration at her hometown
university. She graduated from the Vienna University of Music and Performing Arts in a program of Cultural Management,
and worked during her training at the Concert Desk and the Salzburg Festival's Artistic Business Office. In the 1990/1991,
season she worked in Vienna in the business office of the Jeunesse - Musical Youth of Austria, before becoming in 1992
Director of Artistic Production at the Leipzig Opera. In the years 1994 to 2002 she was the chief diver and manager of the
Vienna State Opera. From 2002 to the end of 2007, she held the position of Opera Director at the Staatsoper Unter den Linden
Berlin. From September 2009 she was Managing Director of the Graz Opera, and has been Director of the Bregenz Festival
since January 2015. She is also a member of the foundation board of the Stiftung Oper in Berlin.

Speaker Thomas Macho
Thomas Macho (* 1952) was a researcher and instructor from 1993 to 2016 as Professor of Cultural History at the Institute for
Cultural Studies of the Humboldt University in Berlin. In 1976 he received his docto- rate at the University of Vienna for his a
dissertation on the philosophy of music, and in 1984 he quali- fied as a Professor of Philosophy at the University of
Klagenfurt with a Habilitation thesis on metaphors of death. Since 2016, he has headed the International Research Center for
Cultural Studies (IFK) at the Linz Arts University in Vienna. His recent monographs include: Life is Unfair (St. Pölten,
Salzburb Resi- dence, 2010); Role Models (Munich, Wilhelm Fink, 2011); Pigs. A Portrait (Berlin, Matthes & Seitz 2015);
Taking one’s Life. Suicide in the Modern Age (Berlin, Suhrkamp, 2017).

Speaker Prof. Dr. Laurenz Lütteken
Laurenz Lütteken (* 1964) taught at the Universities of Heidelberg, Münster, Erlangen-Nuremberg and Marburg. Since 2001, he
is Professor of Musicology at the University of Zurich. His most recent publica- tion is “Mozart. Life and Music in the Age of
Enlightenment (Munich, 2017). He is also an editor of the Encyclopedia MGG Online.

Speaker Prof. Dr. Bernd Roeck
Bernd Roeck, born in Augsburg, was Director of the German Study Center Venice from 1986 to 1990 and Professor of Medieval
and Modern History at the University of Bonn from 1991 to 1999, and also Secre- tary General of the Italian-German Center Villa
Vigoni from 1996 to 1999 (Loveno/Como). Since 1999, he has held the Chair of Modern History with focus on Early Modern
Times at the University of Zurich.

Speaker Christian Berner
Christian Berner studied economics at the University of St. Gallen. After graduating, he initially worked in various capacities
for the ABB Group, after which he set up, together with some partners, the financial company de Pury Pictet Turrettini & Co.,
which has offices for Investment Banking in Geneva and Zurich. In 2008, he obtained the EMAA Diploma from the University
of Zurich and moved to the Zurich Opera House, where he was initially responsible for planning and preparation under the
direction of Andreas Homoki. Since March 2013, he has been the Commercial Director of the Zurich Opera House.

Continuing Education Arts Administration
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Semester One ‒ CAS with focus on culture and organization

Semester One ‒ CAS with focus on culture and organization

Theater House – Child and Adolescent Theater
Module 3

Dance – Off Theatre
Module 4

Many spoken word theaters today face a massive loss of attendance. One of the great
challenges of the future will therefore be to develop formats that are suitable for connecting a
young audience to a theater and promoting the desire for theater at a very young age. Houses without
projects and programs for children, adolescents, an subcultures, without intensive work on
obtaining increase of capacity and profitability no longer have a chance to survice. In the theater,
whether sung, spoken or danced, it has since ancient times been a matter of relationships
between people, insiders and outsiders, trust and mistrust, scale and individuality, and hopes
and failures. But how can the theater, without constantly proving its relevance with regard to
societal context, retain its artistic freedom? How can it, without being confronted with the accusation of being a
repairer of society, become once again uncontestably a place at the forefront and culturalhistorical heritage?

10

In addition to acting and opera, dance is one of the traditional aspects of the theater. How does a
ballet company grow, how can an active game plan be designed on the basis of existing resources,
and how does a prudent arrange- ment work? Another subject of the module concerns differences
between esta- blished ballet companies and groups on the independent scene. The so-called free
scene is mostly based on contemporary development of pieces, a literary canon, open and innovative
spatial concepts, and peer-to-peer theater, collec- tive work in all contexts, and the division of labor
within the large operating apparatus. The free theater sees itself as an experimental space, in which
alter- nativesto theproductionsof theestablishedcityandstatetheatersarecreated.
With this objective, free theater often becomes a vital stimulus for established
and subsidized theaters. Nonetheless, many members of the independent scene eke out a living
or have to integrate their work with other professions. But how can an institution of the independent
scene work in this conflict situ- ation, how does the mish-mash between authentic artistic
orientation coexist with planning, as required by an efficient organization, and, above all, how can
financing be achieved which secures a livelihood above the poverty line for all those involved?

Module manager Stefanie Carp
After completing her doctorate in literature in Berlin, Stefanie Carp worked as a dramaturge at various theaters: Düsseldorfer
Schauspielhaus, Theater Basel, and Deutsches Schauspielhaus in Hamburg. For 12 years she was part of the creative team of
the director Frank Baumbauer. During this time, Baumbauer developed a close artistic collaboration with the artist
Christoph Marthaler and with the stage and costume designer Anna Viebrock. During the artistic direction of Christoph
Marthaler at the Zurich Schauspielhaus, Stefanie Carp was co-director and chief dramaturge. For two years she was chief
drama- turge at the Volksbühne at the Rosa Luxemburg Platz under the direction of Frank Castorf, and for seven years the
director of the Wiener Festwochen (Director Luc Bondy). Stefanie Carp works as a dramaturge for individual productions (with
Christoph Marthaler, Nicolas Stemann, et al.), and has a visiting profes- sorship at the Literaturinstitut Leipzig. She
publishes regularly in various journals, and since 2016 has been the designated artistic director of the Ruhrtriennale.

Module manager Thomas Oberender
Thomas Oberender has been artistic director of the Berliner Festspiele since 2012. From 2006 to 2011, he was acting director at
the Salzburg Festival. Previously, he had worked as chief dramaturge and co-direc- tor from 2006 to 2011 at the Schauspielhaus
Zurich. After completing his doctorate at the Humboldt Uni- versity in Berlin, he served as senior dramaturge and member of
the artistic directorate at the Schau- spielhaus Bochum from 1999 to 2005.
He is co-founder of the Autorenvereinigung Theater Neuen Type, which devotes itself to the distribution of new theatrical texts
by German-speaking authors, and also writes and translates plays, essays, and works of theatrical and literary criticism. He
undertook projects for the Expo 2000, and the Ruhrtrien- nale 2004 and 2005, as well as for the European Capital of Culture,
Ruhr 2010. He has written several books, such as Life on Probation. How the Stage is Born (2009), The Beautiful Miss
Unknown and Discus- sions about Theater, Art and Lifetime (2011), and Side Entrance or Main Entrance? – Discourse on 50
Years of Writing for the Theater.

Speaker Barbara Damm
Barbara Damm studied German, History and Political Sciences at the Universities of Freiburg, Vienna and FU Berlin. After that,
she worked as an artistic assistant to Hella Sanzarossa, and in 1996 became a per- sonal assistant to the director of the
Leipzig Opera. From 2001 she worked in the same capacity at the Deutsche Oper Berlin and in 2004 moved to the
Festspielhaus Hellerau in Dresden as director of artistic production. Since 2009, Barbara Damm has been responsible for the
Music and Music Theater division as program director with a variety of roles in regular production, and with the TONLAGEN
Festival, which has successfully positioned itself as a workshop and platform for current musical trends in the instrumental performance, and in the context of acting performative pieces.

Speaker Petra Fischer
Petra Fischer studied theater studies at the theater academy «Hans Otto» Leipzig and graduated with a diploma thesis on
Reception Research in the Children's and Youth Theater. Since 2009, she is the director, dramaturge and theater pedagogue of
the Junges Schauspielhaus Zürich. Other stages of her work took herto the Theater am Sihl Zurich, the GRIPS Berlin Theater,
the Theater Junge Generation, Dresden and as a lecturer at the ZHdK. Since 2014, she has been a member of the collective
board of ASSITEJ Switzer- land, and, above all, is committed to the international networking of theater work for a young
audience.

Speaker Delphine Lyner
Delphine Lyner (* 1976) has been commercial director of the Zurich Theater Spectacle since 2013. She stu- died sociocultural
animation at the Lucerne University of Applied Sciences before completing her voca- tional training as with an EMAA at the
University of Zurich. From 2003 to 2007 she was President of the Swiss Youth Film Festival, and was from 2008 to 2013 the
Commercial Director of the International Short Film Festival, Winterthur.
Speaker Tom Till
TomTill studied Business Administration and Theater Studies at the Free University in Berlin and atthe Hanns Eisler School of
Music Culture and Media Management. In 1992 he founded the "Theater Affekt" in Berlin, with which he realized co-productions
with the Volksbühne Berlin, the Wiener Festwochen and the Zürcher Festspiele. From 1998 to 2006 he was active at the Theater
Basel, first as a director of planning, then from 2001 as artistic director of operations. From 2006 to 2008 he was at the
Düsseldorfer Schau- spielhaus, serving as Artistic Director of Operations. In the 2008/09 sea son, on an interim basishe took
over the commercial management of Theater Neumarkt Zurich. Since the 2009/10 season, he has been ar- tistic director of
operations and, since 2011, deputy administrative director at the Schauspielhaus Zurich. He is also a member of the board of the
Swiss Theater Association and is a lecturer of the SVTB (Swiss Asso- ciation of Technical Stage and Event Professions). Since
the 2016/17 season, he has been commercial mana- ging director of Thalia Theater GmbH Hamburg.

Continuing Education Arts Administration
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Semester One ‒ CAS with focus on culture and organization

Semester One ‒ CAS with focus on culture and organization

Private Theater – Musicals
Module 5

Concert – Orchestra
Module 6

Small, private houses are in a constant struggle for survival. Not all are suc- cessful in the constant
struggle for money and sold out shows. Is the popularity of private theater and its decisive
contribution to the diversity of theater in German-speaking countries in proportion to their public
support and percep- tions? In this module, we explore the question of whether and how cultural
policy can and should promote theater in the future - in order to liberate the artists from existential
fears,butnotattheexpenseoffreedomoftheirart.
In contrast to many private theaters, the ever-growing number of musical productions represent
a successful economic model. Although there may often in doubt about their artistic visions, it is often
held that musicals are kitsch, and
not serious art. But is that true? And above all, on closer inspection, musical producers seem to do a
lot of things right, because musicals are enjoying ever- increasing popularity, especially among
younger audiences. In addition, suc- cessful producers of this genre encompass the entire value
chain in live enter- tainment: from concerts to record sales, rights exploitation, and sponsoring &
merchandising to ticketing. Increasingly important is advent of digital custo- mer communication.
Few cultural industries are as dynamic as live entertain- ment. So what makes this genre so
successful, and how can its strategies ap- plied be applied to other forms of performing arts?

12

From the renaissance court to the modern symphony orchestra there ext- ends a long and
branched path that not only casts an exciting light on the history of music, but also on the
cultural and social history of the past cen- turies, in particular with regard to the hierarchical
structures of these musi- cal oganizations. The types, the tasks, as well as the organizational
forms of an orchestral ensemble - be it a grandiose symphonic orchestra, a chamber orchestra or
a special ensemble for specific pieces - have undergone nu- merous changes throughout
history, and this process continues to this day. The differences between the various orchestras,
their sound, their self-image, their administration, their funding, and the criteria of artistic and
organizational excellence derive from a variety of historical geographic, but also sociological conditions that are to be presented. In addition, this module focu- ses addresses the
extent to which current concert formats are viable for the future, and what influences new
communication media or alternative forms of presentation may have on the phenomenon of
concert performance.

Module manager Tabaré Perlas
Tabaré Perlas studied musicology and orchestral conducting at the University of Montevideo, at the Meistersinger
Conservatory in Nuremberg, and at the Liszt School of Music Weimar, and has worked since 1999 as project supervisor for the
West-Eastern Divan Orchestra. In addition, between 2001 and 2007, he was responsible for conducting international tours in
the Konzertdirektion of the Staatsoper Berlin. Since 2010, he has been coordinating the project of forming a permanent
institution in the spirit of the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra, which was realized in the Pierre Boulez Hall designed by Frank
Gehry and opened in 2017. In addition to his full-time responsibilities, Tabaré Perlas appears as a conduc- tor with various
national and international orchestras.

Module manager Ralf Kokemüller
Ralf Kokemüller (Producer and CEO of the BB Group) has both a thirst for adventure and professionalism, as proven when he
successfully took over for several years the management of two hotels in the Carib- bean immediately after completing his
studies in business administration. But the biggest adventure be- gan for him when he joined BB Promotion in 1995, the
forerunner of today's BB Group. His close collabo- ration with the founder of the group, Michael Brenner, who appointed him
as Managing Director a year later, together with the BB Group, has given rise to one of the most successful organizers of live
enter- tainment in Germany and Europe.

Speaker Ilona Schmiel
Ilona Schmiel studied school music (Schulmusik?) , classical philology and cultural management in Berlin and Oslo. Her first
professional positions were the Donaueschinger Musiktage and the Olympic Cultural Festival in Lillehammer, the Arena di
Verona and the "Hanns Eisler" University of Berlin as guest lecturer. In 1998, she took over as the youngest director of
Germany, the management and artistic direction of the Bremen concert hall "The Bell", a position she held until 2002. From
2004 to 2013 she was artistic di- rector and managing director of the Beethovenfest Bonn. Since the beginning of the 2014/15
season, she has directed the affairs of the Tonhalle-Gesellschaft Zürich. She was also a jury member of the Federal Cultural
Foundation in 2005-2007 and has been a jury member of the Ernst von Siemens Music Founda- tion since 2007.

Speaker Dario Gallo
Dario Gallo completed his business apprenticeship in the Project & Booking Department of BB Promo- tion, GmbH (with
studies in Mannheim, Germany and Miami, FL). In legal terms, he specialized in extra- occupational copyright and media
law. His areas of specialization as Chief Legal Officer and authorized signatory of BB Promotion include licensing,
publishing rights, stage performance rights, as well as the investment and contract design of international co-productions.
As Managing Director of BB Group GmbH and ESMS GmbH, he has been expanding the Executive Board since 2017, with the
aim of shaping the future of the industry and enriching it through his convictions.
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Speaker Prof. Dr. Laurenz Lütteken
Laurenz Lütteken (* 1964) taught at the Universities of Heidelberg, Münster, Erlangen-Nuremberg and Marburg. Since 2001 he
has been Professor of Musicology at the University of Zurich. His most recent book is entitled Mozart. Life and Music in the
Age of Enlightenment (Munich 2017) and he is also editor of the Encyclopedia MGG Online.
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Semester One ‒ CAS with focus on culture and organization

Semester Two

Festival – Salzburg Festival
Module 7

Society – Change
Module 8

«Everyone is expecting a party.» (J. W. Goethe)
Festivalsare acultural phenomenonthatis becomingincreasingly popular worldwide, it
increases in the region and consequently sometimes sufferes a certain loss of profile. Is the
repertory theater supported by subscriptions an outmoded model? What canfestivalsdothatother
culturalproviderscannot? Undoubtedly, diverse thematic orientations are an important source of
in- spiration in the cultural landscape. But what makes festivals such an attractive type of event? The
influence of festivals is not limited to the cultural environ- ment, but also extends to the social,
economic and political face of their region. The case study "Salzburg Festival" will examine
organizational models,
structures, conceptions, financings and audience segments of this successful cultural model. This
is a festival in the city termed by Hugo von Hofmanns- thal as "the heart of the heart of Europe". At
the same time, the founding idea of the Salzburg Festival was to establish a project working
against“the crisis, the crisis of meaning, the loss of value, the identity crisis of the individual, but
also of entire peoples». Peace and faith in Europe were therefore the focus of the "First Call to the
Salzburg Festival Schedule" in 1919, which remains a unique and timeless founding mission.
This festival, probably the most fa- mous in the world takes place each year, entailing a unique
balancing act between glamour and social relevance. The focus of the festival module is to attend
performance rehearsals and to observe the individual production sta- ges as well as their planning,
and the artistic selection processes of conductors, directors, singers and singers. The planning of the
venues and the human re- source management, the departments for fundraising and salesmarketing
are of particular importance here. Visits to the workshops will give valuable in- sights into the
complexity of festival life. The seminar includes attendance of events during the Mozart Week
and meetings with personalities from diffe- rent domains of the festival, all aiming to provide a
framework for future cultural managers.
Patronage: Dr. med. Helga Rabl-Stadler, President of the Salzburg Festival
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Our cultural landscape is changing. Some critics see this only as a threat, others celebrate the
advancement of popular culture and new, mostly digital forms of culture as a liberation from
cultural dicates. The truth probably lies somewhere between criticism and acquiescence, or
includes elements of both. Above all, this module will deal with recent changes and identify some
of the trends in these transformations. Here, the main driving forces of development are technology
and urbanization. We consider concrete case studies in rela- tion to both dynamics. On the one
hand, this will be about demonstrating how technological innovation and the intervention of, for
example, the digital re- volution, will affect traditional practices and relationships in culture, its
actors, institutions and content. On the other hand, we will investigate how
Salzburg becomes the generator of new cultural trends and at the same time how gentrification or
migration call into question the limits of the festival’s capacity for social integration.
Two mutually reinforcing factors therefore play key roles in current cultu- ral development and
art institutions. Social, economic and technological inter- ventions and innovations have left their
mark on our cultural landscape. The landscape itself becomes "passive", becomes a mold in which
reality and vir- tuality merge. This has a fundamental impact on the work of cultural mana- gers.

Module manager Michael Schindhelm
Michael Schindhelm is a writer, filmmaker, cultural researcher and, since spring 2009, has worked as a cultural consultant
and curator for international organizations. Since 2007, he is the (founding) director of the Dubai Culture & Arts Authority in
Dubai, UAE. He was previously General Director of the Berlin Opera Foundation (2004 - 2007) and Manager of Theater
Basel (1996 - 2006).

Speaker Stephan Balzer
Stephan Balzer is an entrepreneur, innovator and influential voice of the Pan-European Innovation Commu-nity. This
trained media consultant is one of the pioneers of the German New Media scene. With more than a decade of experience in
the field of technology, Balzer founded the communications agency Red Onion in the 1990s. He became the first German
TEDx conference license holder in 2009 and was soon named TEDx Ambassador for Europe by the American TED
organization. Today he organizes TEDx events in major cities such as Berlin, Hamburg, Munich and Frankfurt. In 2015, Balzer
partnered with Singularity University (SU), a Sillicon Valley-based organization founded by Ray Kurzweil and Peter
Diamandis. Since then, Balzer has been Ambassador for Germany and Managing Director of Singularity UniversityGermany Summits. Balzer has organized more than 60 conferences on key topics and topics that affect society, science
and the future. He is C-Level (???) Advisor and Change Facilitator.
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Semester Two

Semester Two

Leadership – Social competence
Module 9

Communication with the audience – New Media
Module 10

Power does not manifest in overcoming resistance, but in influencing a field so that
participants and elements of that field move by themselves in a direction of their own chosing.
The ability to take action in social fields requi- res a high level of social skills. At the heart of this
module is the intelligent handling of interests, emotions and strategies, with self-management as a
pre- condition for leadership and the dissociation with treacherous perception of self and others in
order to expand one's own sphere of influence – in a fair and constructive manner. Case studies are
used to discuss the impact of selected leadership theses in day-to-day leadership. The selected
cases also introduce as well a discussion of management and leadership, the consequences of various leadership styles and techniques, as well as motivation theories and their impact on
everyday life. As part of the workshop, the participants re- ceive encouragmenrt for the
systematic further development and deepening of their leadership personality, by training in
leadership behavior and the ef- fective strategies for dealing with employees, trainees and
colleagues. Team- work, empathy, persuasive power, intercultural sensitivity and networking
skills are all indispensable tools for executives, tools that can be developed and refined.
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Digitalisation has radically changed our way of communicating, be it in terms of speed,
social interactions as such or geographically, the social media have made the world a smaller
place. Due to the burgeoning availability of information, we now have more knowledge and
better opportunity to to ap- ply this knowledge. If one was in the past restricted to
communication only with certain people in our circle, it is now possible to exchange opinions with
a far wider range of people. But already in social media, we no longer have the luxury of being
able to express ourself through an unlimited number of words, but need to express compelx
concepts succinctly. This may lead one to neglect grammar and spelling.
17
In the first part of the module, we shall show the consequences that the phenomenon of
social media has had on language; Internet psychology, con- sumer and consumer behavior are
analyzed and models, theories and deve- lopments of communication in the new media are
presented. The second part of this module will discuss the possibilities that social media offers
for the Audience Development of an institution. Best practices are used to denote what
communication channels are most effective, and how an efficient social media campaign can work
in. Students develop confidence with the new me- dia and can come to apply it efficently for
their own purposes.

Module manager Theresia Volk
Theresia Volk (* 1962) (thv Management Consulting) has inside knowledge of organizations from perso- nal experience,
extending from high-speed performance dynamics to the social examples and “power fields” - and the resulting leadership
challenges. Her many years of management practice include stints at an educational institution, a car company, at an
international management consultancy, and she cur- rently serves as Chairman of the Board of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Supervision. She also possesses a broad theoretical and methodological repertoire from Moreno to Luhmann that forms the
background of her consulting activities. This acknowleged acadmic humanist ("thinking helps") now teaches at seve- ral
universities and institutes and trains Change Managers, executives and supervisors. As a keynote confrerence speaker and
author (nominated for the German Business Book Prize in 2011), she sets sustai- nable impulses/inspirations/motivations for
her clients. Strengthening the ability to act of individuals and the problem-solving abilities of organizations is her central
concern. She works in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
Speaker Lukas Crepaz
Lukas Crepaz is the commercial director of the Salzburg Festival. He studied International Economics at the LeopoldFranzens-University Innsbruck and at the Universitat de Barcelona. While still a student, he worked as a commercial
employee at the Easter Festival Tirol. He also initiated and realized numerous cultural projects. Lukas Crepaz has many
years of experience as a cultural manager in Austria and Ger- many. From 2007 to 2011, he was instrumental in setting up the
commercial area of the European Capital of Culture RUHR.2010, most recently heading the Finance, Controlling and General
Administration de- partments. Between 2011 and March 2017, he was Commercial Director of Kultur Ruhr GmbH with four
program areas: Ruhrtriennale - Festival of the Arts, Urban Arts Ruhr, ChorWerk Ruhr and Tanzlandschaft Ruhr. He directed the
organization under two founders - Heiner Goebbels (2011-2014 ) and Johan Simons (2014-2017).

Module manager Manuel P. Nappo
Manuel P.Nappo studied international management at the HSG University of St. Gallen. After various intermediate positions
at companies such as Red Bull and GroupM, Herr Nappo was hired in 2010 by the HWZ Zurich School of Economics, becoming
head of CAS Social Media Management. Since 2011 he has been Head of the Social Media department at the HWZ, and since
2014 head of the Center for Digital Business and the MAS Digital Business. In 2017, Nappo was appointed head of the Institute
for Digital Business. His work focuses on Digital Leadership, Digital Talent, Social Media, Digital Communications, Mobile
Business, Digital Business and Transformation, as well as Startups and Tech Innovation. In 2013, Nappo was honored by the
IAB with the title "Digital Pioneer of the Year" for his contribution to digital education and training. In 2014, he was voted
"innovator of the year" by the readers of the magazine Marketing & Kommunikation.

Speaker Dr. Franz B. Humer
Franz B. Humer completed his law studies in Innsbruck with a doctorate and completed an MBA at the IN- SEAD Institute.
Initially a management consultant, he moved to the pharmaceutical industry (Schering Plow) and in 1981 to Glaxo
Pharmaceuticals in Great Britain. Dr. Humer was appointed Managing Director of Glaxo in 1987, and was appointed Chief
Operating Director of worldwide operations in 1992. In 1995, he was appointed Head of the Pharmaceuticals Division and
Member of the Board of Directors of Roche Hol- ding AG in Basel. As of 1998 he was named CEO, from 2001 Chairman and CEO,
and until 2014 Chairman of the Board of Directors of Roche Holdings. In 2005 Dr. Humer served on the Board of Directors of
Diageo in London, where he was Chairman of the Board from 2008 to 2016. He is Independent Lead Director of Arix Bioscience,
Member of the Boards of Citigroup, Kite Pharma, Huya Bioscience, and Walter Frey Holding. He is also Chairman of the Advisory
Board of LetterOne Holdings (Luxembourg), a member of the European Advisory Board Temasek Holdings (Singapore), and
President of the International Center for Missing and Exploited Children and of the Humer Foundation.
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Speaker Martin Obermayr
Martin Obermayr (* 1983) is a marketing manager in the field of art and culture. His work focuses on re- lationship marketing,
digital communication, marketing controlling, communication strategy and brand management. After completing his masters
degree studies in Theater, Film and Media Studies at the Uni- versity of Vienna, he completed elective business studies at the
DUW / Steinbeis University Berlin (MBA). Since 2010 he has worked as marketing director in various international art and
cultural institutions, in- cluding the Tanzquartier Wien and the Ruhrtriennale - Festival der Künste. Since 2017 he has been Marketing Director and Head of Communication Strategy for the Salzburg Festival. In the course of his pro- fessional career he
has developed and implemented numerous cross-media campaigns, and has thereby made a m ajor impact in the areas of
social media communication, video communication, e-mail marke- ting, CRM, website development and online
advertising have had a major impact.
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Semester Two

Semester Two

Positioning – Scientific Work
Module 11

Cultural city Berlin: visionary and intercultural
Module 12

Choose a profession that you love, and you do not need to work more in your life every
day. Confucius
He who lives his vocation is happier, and thus capable of greater perfor- mance. To embark
on a search for a personal calling is therefore not a matter of luxury. The method of the career
navigator, in the first step, is to detect hidden talents, for example in working with pictures and
associations. This enables the participants to find out about the work and living conditions, that
will keep them satisfied and successful in the long term. The next step is to identify selfdefeating patterns of thinking and behavior, and identify inde- pendent solutions for
circumventing these problems. At the end of the twoday workshop, concrete steps will be takento successfully implement career planning.
Since this Arts Administration course is a university continuing education course, there is a
requirement for producing a scientific thesis at the end, eit- her a Master's or Diploma thesis. This
work must meet certain requirements, which comprise concrete answers to the following questions
presented in this module: How do I arrive at a topic, and how do I limit my question within
reasonable constraints? How do I develop a concept for the research? How do I combine material
such as literatiure or empirical data to answer the ques- tion? Which methods do I use to evaluate
the materials? How do I represent it all? Which basic techniques of scientific work such as citation,
bibliography, and limbs do I have to master? In the three months following this module, the
students will prepare outlines of their final theses. In addition, feedback will be given in Module 13,
to ensure that the content and form of the outlines meet the requirements and can be submitted to the
Executive Committee for appro- val.
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Berlin is many things at the same time: keeper of traditions, stage of the fu- gure, laboratory,
museum and forum, thus offering many cultural events a sui- table platform. Three exemplary
institutions for this in Berlin merit special notice. First is the «Futurium», which deals with the
challenges and opportuni- ties associated with future developments. As a future venue for
presentation and dialogue, the Futurium will bring together politics, science, art and busi- ness in
order to jointly lead a science-based, societal discussion on social deve- lopments and the shaping
of the future.
The second institutiuon is Culture & Event Center «Radialsystem V», which develops new
formats from the meeting of tradition and innovation, old music
and contemporary dance, thevisual arts and new media. Finally, theMaxim
Gorky Theater reiterates a diversified society in its programin times of deterio- rating social and
cultural conflicts.
Within the framework of this module, the "Futurium", "Radial System V" and Maxim Gorki
Theater will discuss the megatrends, alternative forms of presen- tation and societal diversification are
poised to have an impact on the culture of the future. In addition, models for the future positioning of art
are to be develo- ped in the module.

Module manager Dr. Stefan Brand
Stefan Brandt has been director of the Futurium in Berlin since June 2017 and is responsible for content management.
Previously, the now 41-year-old cultural manager had worked as managing director and board member of the Hamburger
Kunsthalle. Among other things, he realized a comprehensive structu- ral modernization project, the repositioning of the
Kunsthalle in the digital sectorm and the redesign of the building’s exterior facade, which was awarded several design prizes.
Stefan Brandt studied musico- logy, history and communication science at the universities of Detmold/Paderborn and Basel.
In 2004 he received his doctorate at the University of Basel with a thesis on operas by Baroque composer Nicola Porpora.

Module manager Martina Beermann
Martina Beermann heads the Career Development/Employer Relations department at the HHL Leipzig Graduate School of
Management, and has 30 years of experience in the field of career counseling, selec- tion of candidates, personnel
development and personality development. As a graduate psychologist, she started her career in leadership and behavior
training at the German headquarters of Ford-Werke in Cologne. As a member of the Advisory Board of the German
Association for Human Resource Manage- ment, she is in regular contact with HR representatives of companies and HR
consultants. In addition, she maintains regular exchanges with career experts on an international level. Many thousands of
peo- ple have already benefited from their experience, found theirright career path, and have successfully climbed the
next steps on the "right" career ladder.

Speaker Shermin Langhoff
Shermin Langhoff, Director of the Maxim-Gorki Theater since 2013, initially worked in publishing and film & television and
was from 2004 to 2008 a curator at the Berlin Theater Hebbel am Ufer (HAU). In 2008, Langhoff founded the postmigrant
theater at Ballhaus Naunynstraße in Berlin's Kreuzberg district. Several Ballhaus productions, in particular "Crazy Blood" by
Nurkan Erpulat and Jens Hillje, caused an in- ternational sensation. Under his directorship the Maxim-Gorki Theater was twice
voted Theater of the Year (2014 and 2016), and Gorki productions were represented several times at the Theatertreffen. In
2011, the Alfred Toepfer Foundation awarded Herr Langhoff the European Cultural Award for Cairo. The Helga and Edzard
Reuter Foundation honored her for outstanding achievements in the field of internati- onal understanding and integration. In
2012 she received the Moses Mendelssohn Prize from the state of Berlin. In 2014, she was awarded the Theodor Heuss Medal,
and im 2015, the B.Z. the B.Z.- Culture Prize. In 2016 she received the Berlin Theater Prize with Jens Hillje. Shermin Langhoff is
the bearer of the Fede- ral Cross of Merit.

Module manager Prof. Dr. Reinhard Fatke
Reinhard Fatke (born 1943), grew up in Kiel and undertook studies in Kiel, Tübingen, New York and Ann Arbor in German
Linguistics and Literature, Protestant Theology, Educational Science and Psychology. He freceived his Doctorate (1975) and
Habilitation (1983) in Tübingen. He was Professor of Applied Social Sci- ence and Social Work in Friborg (1984-1991), and later
became Professor of Education with special em- phasis on social pedagogy in Zurich. His research topics include
development and formation of expres- sion in childhood and adolescence, in particular (the role of) fantasy, the
developmental dangers of children and adolescents, in particular delinquency, drug use and suicide, as well as
psychoanalysis and pedagogy. He was Dean of the Philosophical Faculty of the University of Zurich (2006-2009), and is since
2002 President of the Executive Committee of «Arts Administration».
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Speaker Folkert Uhde
Following positions as a technician, musicology student, musician and music manager, Folkert Uhde was co-founder of
RADIALSYSTEM V in Berlin in 2006. His artistic focus is on the development of innovative concert and music theater formats
and new festival forms, i.e. at the International Organ Week Nurem- berg - Musica Sacra, the Montforter Zwischentönen and
the Köthener Bachfesttage. He teaches in this field at various universities such as Zeppelin University Friedrichshafen and
the Mozarteum in Salzburg, and is lecturer of the program "Concerto21." of the Alfred Toepfer Foundation. As a director and
video ar- tist, he developed a semi-staged version of the St. John’s Passion and was recently awarded the quar- terly prize of
the Deutsche Schallplattenkritik. His concert installations were last commissioned by the Hamburger Kunsthalle and the
Futurium Berlin.
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Semester Two

Semester Two

Cultural Education – Cultural Policy –
Scientific Work
Module 13

Digital Trends in Culture
Module 14

The «other», the «creative», the «purposeless» are attributes that are gene- rally attributed to
culture. This schema overlooks the fact that culture arises under the prevailing political, economic,
financial and social conditions and constraints: cultural projects are led by administrative and
foundation boards, board members and committees. State bodies and cultural sponsors select and
sometimes reject projects. The keyword "eligibility" is often central ro inten- sive discussions,
which sometimes call into question whether government institutions really want diversity.
Today, culture is conveyed in many different ways and with diverse ap- proaches, and the
field of cultural lending has developed rapidly in recent
years, bringing diversification How is contemporary culture successfully rea- lized, and what are
the associated tasks and challenges?
On the last day of this module, the outlines of the Master's thesis prepared by the students will be
discussed in order to create an optimal basis for scien- tific work.
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Every cultural activity needs a medium to illustrate it. Ever since finding ourselves in the
digital revolution, the digital code of zeros and ones has be- come a cultural medium. With the
new technological possibilities, cultural content can not mearly be recreated alomng with the
classical craft. Today's digitization is changing almost every cultural activity, but it also brimngs
new possibilities for disemination.
What opportunities and risks do the new media offer for the cultural deve- lopment of our
society, and what is the interaction between cultural events, productions and distribution with
phenomena like Spotify, Amazon Prime, and Idagio? Are streaming services a curse or a
blessing? Do they even help
to open up new consumer segments or will they in future ensure thattheaters,
concert halls, cinemas are left without an audience? Are algorithms an incen- tive to discover new
cultural manifestations or are they the death knell of di- versity and diversification? And what do
these technological challenges mean on the one hand for cultural events and their audiences on the
one hand, and on the other hand for the management of cultural institutions as agents of
change?

Module manager Daniel Fiedler
Born 1966 in Freiburg/Breisgau, he studied theater, German and sociology as well as politics in Freiburg and Berlin. He was
freelance? director and assistant dramaturge at the Eisler Berlin University of Music. He was dramaturge and drama editorin-chief at Felix Bloch Erben, Berlin, and speaker for the Director of European Satellite Programs (responsible for 3sat, ARTE
and the digital channels of ZDF). From 2006 to 2007 head of the central editorial office 3sat, then coordinator 3sat and
coordinator ZDF culture. Since January 2013, Daniel Fiedler has been head of the culture section "Kultur Berlin" of ZDF
(including "As- pects", "The Literary Quartet" Book Fairs, and 3sat Kulturzeit, ZDF/3sat Media Partnership with the International Film Festival Berlin).

Speaker Philippe Bischof
Philippe Bischof (* 1967) began his career as an assistant director at the Theater Basel and subsequently worked as a director
and dramaturge on various stages in Switzerland and abroad, as well as in western Switzerland. At the same time he
completed a Master of Advanced Studies in Cultural Management at the University of Basel. From 2008 to 2011 he was the
managing director and artistic director of the cul- tural center Südpol in Lucerne. Since 2011 Bishop has been head of cultural
department for Basel-Stadt and thus responsible for the entire cultural promotion of the canton.

Module manager Danica Zeier
After completing her music studies (M.A.), Danica Zeier obtained a degree in economics at the University of Zurich and a
postgraduate degree in cultural management (MAS) from the Zurich University of Ap- plied Sciences. As a research
associate at the Swiss Institute for Cultural Studies, she participated in the study "Culture as a Strategic Factor in Corporate
Branding" before moving to the Schauspielhaus Zurich as Head of Support and Organization and as a member of the
Commercial Directorate. From 2007-2015 she worked at the Zurich University of the Arts as Head of University Controlling.
She also works as a mentor in the Zurich University of Applied Sciences, and since 2016 has been a lecturer in further education in the Design (Design Thinking) department. As the owner of "Zeier Consulting", and as an expert in the processes of
change, she is responsible for mandates such as the Stapferhaus Lenzburg, the Fondazi- one Prada in Milan, the Kunsthalle
Zürich, the Kunsthalle Bern, the Kunstmuseum Basel and the Hoch- schule für Angewandte Wissenschaften with regard to
the optimization of management systems and structures and organizational processes.

Speaker Prof. Dr. Reinhard Fatke
Reinhard Fatke (born 1943), grew up in Kiel, and studied in Kiel, Tübingen, New York and Ann Arbor (Mi- chigan) in the topics of
German Linguistics and Literature, Protestant Theology, Educational Science and Psychology. He obtained his Doctorate
(1975) and Habilitation (1983) in Tübingen. He was Professor of So- cial Sciences and Social Work in Friborg (1984-1991), and
then professor of Educationwith special empha- sis on social pedagogy in Zurich. Among his research topics are
development and formation of expressi- ons in childhood and adolescence, in particular fantasy, danger of
development of children and adolescents, in particular delinquency, drug use and suicide, psychoanalysis, pedagogy and
participa- tion. He was Dean of the Philosophical Faculty of the University of Zurich (2006-2009), and since 2012
isPresident of the Executive Committee of «Arts Administration».
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Speaker Till Janczukowicz
IDAGIO founder Till Janczukowicz has more than 25 years of experience as an artist manager, organizer and producer. He
works closely with the Who's Who of classical music at major orchestras and opera houses with luminaries such as Ozawa,
Thielemann, Previn, Levine, Mother, Volodos, Pogorelich, and Lang Lang.
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Semester Three ‒ CAS with focus on law and finances

Semester Three ‒ CAS with focus on law and finances

Culture II: Culture and Society
Module 15

Law in Cultural institutions I
Module 16

The claim that art can exist independently of political systems is naive. Political power
relations and societal ideological specifications determine how freely an artist can decide on the
forms and contents of his/her creation. Thus, artistic freedom becomes the yardstick for the
liberality of a political system. The instrumentalisation of art as propaganda, as a vehicle for
the lending of religious values, or frequently as the only possibility to at least subliminally
criticize the dominance relations, is proof of the close intertwi- ning of art and power. Case studies
are used to examine the relationship bet- ween art and power relations and to ask whether there
exists such a thing as "art for art’s sake" or whether art in any event has socially relevant functions,
whereby artists inevitably have a political responsibility.
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«Woe to those who face justice and who is not prepared for this»! Kafka may have
exaggerated a bit in his book «The Trial», but unfortunately his story is not completely
unrealistic either. The increasingly rapid legalization and “litiginalization of society does not
spare the arts. You will not become a lawyer in three modules on the law in culture, but
hopefully wull become cultural managers who can avoid unnecessary legal pitfalls.
Experienced professors and practitioners will introduce and discuss with you to the functions
and functioning of the law and present the areas of law and legal issues that are important to
you. The goal here is to avoid every coming to a trial: Prevention is better than argumentation.
After a general introduction to the law and an overview of the different
areas of law, the main topics are «meaning of copyright», «social security law», «contract
law», «legal aspects of cultural promotion» and the topic «in- ternational cultural enterprise,
international legal issues», which are to be dis- cussed in numerous case studies

Module manager Prof. Dr. Felix Dasser
Felix Dasser is a titular professor at the University of Zurich with a focus on contract law and internatio- nal procedural law. He
is a full-time lawyer and partner of the law firm Homburger, Zurich, and manages the practice team of Processes/Procedures.
He works predominantly in the areas of international com- mercial disputes, litigation and arbitration proceedings, as well as
commercialcriminal law and compli- ance. He advises and represents among others numerous international companies from
the financial and industrial sectors in international civil proceedings and regulatory investigations. In addition, he advises
clients on cross-border transactions and disputes. He is a regular referee in international trade disputes. Felix Dasser also
regularly speaks and publishes on topics related to international private law and litiga- tion and arbitration. Felix Dasser holds
lectures at the University of Zurich on Civil Procedure and Arbit- ration Law as well as Contract Law and International Private
Law, and is a member of the Executive Com- mittee of the Executive Master in Arts Administration
.
Speaker Dario Gallo
He completed his business apprenticeship in the Project & Booking department of BB Promotion GmbH (studies in
Mannheim/Miami, FL). In legal terms, he specialized in extra-occupational copyright and me- dia law. His areas of
specialization as Chief Legal Officer and authorized signatory of the BB Promotion include licensing, publishing rights,
stage performance rights as well as the investment and contract de- sign of international co-productions. As Managing
Director of BB Group GmbH and ESMS GmbH, he has been expanding the Executive Board since 2017, with the aim of
shaping the future of the industry and enriching it with his convictions.

Module manager Prof. Dr. Iso Camartin
Iso Camartin (* 1944) is anessayist and publicist and has also worked as a TV presenter. He studied Philo- sophy and Romance
Philology in Munich, Bologna and Regensburg, and obtained his doctorate on Ger- man idealism. From 1974 to 1977 he
worked as a Research Fellow at the Center for European Studies at Harvard University. In addition to his journalistic work,
especially for the NZZ, he was a lecturer at vari- ous Swiss universities. From 1985 to 1997 he was Full Professor of Romanian
Literature and Culture at the ETH and at the University of Zurich. Between 1996 and 1998 he moderated the show Sternstunde
Kunst on SRF 1. From 2000 to 2003 he directed the cultural department of Swiss television. Between 2004 and 2012 he was
responsible for the "Opera Workshop" at the Zurich Opera House. Iso Camartin is a member of the German Academy of
Language and Poetry, the Association of Writers and Authors of Switzerland and the PEN Club. Today he lives as a freelance
author and social scientist in Zurich and New Jersey.

Speaker Marc Meyer
Marc Meyer (legal counsel and Deputy Director of the Zurich Opera House) studied law at the University of Zurich from 1998 to
2003. After a one-year internship at the District Court of Zurich, he worked in the legal department of the insurance company
Swiss Life as Legal Counsel. In 2006 he passed the bar exam. Since 2009, Marc Meyer has been working as a legal consultant
at the Zurich Opera House, where he is responsible for all legal aspects of the opera house. In addition, Marc Meyerearned the
title of Executive Master in Business Administration at the University of St. Gallen in 2015 after two years of further education. In addition, Mr. Meyer teaches selected topics in theater law at various universities and since 2016 has chaired the
professional association of Swiss dance artists «danse suisse».

Speaker Prof. Dr. Bodo Mrozek
Bodo Mrozek holds a doctorate in history and is a researcher in the Department of History of the Media and Information
Society at the Center for Contemporary History Potsdam (ZZF). His most recent publica- tion is "Youth Pop Culture: A
Transnational History "(Suhrkamp 2018). Bodo Mrozek teaches cultural his- tory at Berlin universities. He is co-editor of a twovolume "Pop Story" (Transcript 2014) and editor of the multilingual academic group blog pophistory.hypotheses.org. His
current research interests are cultural and sensory history of the 20th century.
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Accounting and Controlling
Module 17

Law in Cultural institutions II
Module 18

The tension between art and commerce is a perennial issue, and every cul- tural institution must
master the balancing act between artistic reputation and financial stability.
Which economic aspects determine the success of cultural institutions? What tools does
controlling offer to ensure a healthy financial future? How do you meet the expectations of the
supervisory bodies and the public? Budge- ting and early warning systems help to limit the
financial risks. Money ma- nagement guarantees a solid fluid balance. However, controlling
should not impede artistic initiatives, but should rather develop guidelines for sustaina- ble
growth.
Based on practical case studies, this module presents the economic aspects of cultural activity,
aiming to reduce the phobia of numbers, and to impart the manner of thinking and language of the
financial world. For money determi- nes almost all areas of life and also artistic activities. Or, as
Fyodor Dostoy- evsky wrote, «Money is printed freedom».
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A lack of basic legal knowledge can lead to numerous stumbling blocks when budgeting.
An overhasty dismissal, a failed collective bargaining pro- cess, a wrong VAT bill or an
insufficiently thought-out compliance concept can entangle stage management with the courts
for years to come. While a strategic approach to this issue has long since become standard in the
private sector, it is still treated lightly in cultural enterprises, although this neglect can sometimes
have serious consequences.
A knowledge of tax law and the various legal norms of cultural enterprises havelongsincebecome
anabsolutemustforsuccessfulleadersinthecultural industry, without which neither realistic budgets
nor economic success are possible.
25

Module manager Prof. Dr. Dieter Pfaff
Dieter Pfaff completed his doctorate and habilitation at the Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main. Since 1994 he has been Full
Professor of Accounting at the University of Zurich. From 2011 to 2015, he was also the director of the Institute of Business
Administration. Prof. Pfaff is the author and co-publisher of se- veral specialist books as well as author of numerous articles
in national and international journals and in anthologies on the topic of accounting. His research interests include aspects of
accounting, controlling and the internal control system (ICS). Prof. Pfaff is also Vice President of the largest Swiss association
for accounting, accounting and controlling, veb.ch, and a member of the finance committee of the Univer- sity Hospital
Zurich.

Module manager Prof. Dr. Felix Dasser
Felix Dasser is titular professor at the University of Zurich with a focus on contract law and international procedural law. He is a
full-time lawyer and partner of the law firm Homburger, Zurich, and manages the practice team for trials/procedures. He
works primarily in the areas of international commercial dispu- tes, litigation and arbitration as well as business criminal law
and compliance. He advises and represents among other things numerous international companies from the financial and
industrial sectors in inter- national civil proceedings and regulatory investigations. In addition, he advises clients on crossborder transactions and disputes. He is a regular referee in international trade disputes. Felix Dasser also regu- larly speaks
and publishes on topics related to international private law and litigation and arbitration.
Felix Dasser also lectures at the University of Zurich on Civil Procedure and Arbitration Law as well as Contract Law and
International Private Law, and isa member of the Executive Committee of the Execu- tive Master in Arts Administration.

Speaker Prof. Dr. Wolf-Dietrich Stoff
Wolf-Dietrich Stoff has for many years been head of the module "Accounting and Controlling" in the Master’s program "Arts
Administration" of the University of Zurich. He was earlier Professor of Manage- ment at the University of Leipzig, the Darden
Graduate Business School in Charlottesville, Virginia, and the Sasin Business School, Bangkok. Previously, he was a member
of the executive board of Hilti AG and Corning Inc., Paris. His main areas of interest are "Controlling and Finance" and
"Cultural Management". He is a graduate engineer. rer. soc. oec. and a graduate of the Harvard Business School.

Speaker Rolf Bolwin
Rolf Bolwin (* 1950) studied law, political science and history at the University of Bonn and initially worked as a lawyer in
Bonn. From 1982 to 1991 he was a lawyer for the Deutschlandfunk in Cologne and most recently was head of the legal
department. Since 1992, he has been Executive Director of the Deut- sches Bühnenverein, which includes more than 200
theaters and nearly 100 symphonic and opera orche- stras. He is a member of the Executive Committee of the EMAA
UZH.
He is also a lecturer at the Theater Studies Institute of the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München (continuing education
in theater and music management) and at the University of Zurich (Executive Master in Arts Administration). Rolf Bolwin is a
contributor to the commentary published by Decker Ver- klag on stage rates (Buehnentarifrecht) law.

Speaker Georg Vierthaler
After studying business administration, Georg Vierthaler was initially administrative director at the Mu- nich Volkstheater
(1982-1992). In the subsequent two years he held the same position at the Landesthea- ter Würt- temberg-Hohenzollern,
Tübingen, before being appointed Managing Director of the Deutsche Staatsoper Berlin in January 1994. In 2004, he was also
entrusted with the management of the Staats- ballette Berlin, a p;osition he holds to this day. In addition, he served as
Director the Theater des Wes- tens GmbH, Berlin, as well as coordinator of the board of the Stiftung Oper in Berlin. From May
2008, he served as Managing Director of the Konzerthaus at the Gendarmenmarkt for five years, before being ap- pointed
Director-General of the Operations in Berlin in August 2013. In addition, Georg Vierthaler is Chairman of the Landesverband
Berlin of the Deutsches Bühnenverein as well as honorary judge at the stage arbitration and supreme court and at the
state labor court Berlin-Brandenburg
.

Speaker Samuel Roth
Since 2014 Samuel Roth has been the Director of the Musikkollegium Winterthur, which was founded in 1629 and is today one
of the leading Swiss professional orchestras. Before that, in his capacity as a trai- ned lawyer and Executive MBA HSG, he
held executive positions for the Zurich Opera House and the Neumarkt Theater.

Speaker Michel Binggeli
Michel Binggeli is Commercial Director of the Theater Neumarkt. He studied Business Administration at the University of St.
Gallen (HSG). He has held various management positions at companies such as Uni- lever, Sunrise and Swarovski. He was
also for several yearsco-director of the art gallery Plattformelf and Theater Director of the Theaterhaus Gessnerallee,
Zurich .
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Marketing – Financing
Module 19

Law in Cultural institutions III
Module 20
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In times when recreational opportunities are becoming ever more diverse, it is vital for cultural
institutions to understand their audiences, to develop methods of audience retention, to provide
outstanding customer service, and to develop pricing policies that are consistent with the
customer value.
The aim of this module is to give an overview of the various marketing instruments and to
provide an introduction into Customer Relationship Mar- keting. Using practical examples, this
module demonstrates how marketing practice can be transferred to the specific fields of action of
art and culture.
Furthermore, the module deals with the problem of how successful and sustainable
fundraisingandsponsoring strategiescanbedevelopedand how
fundraising can function in the manner of a systematic, ethical and professio- nal intermingling
with cultural institutions. The focus is placed on the questi- ons on which guidelines foundations
follow in awarding their money, how to formulate a convincing applicationm and how to achieve a
long-term, harmo- nious relationship between the cultural institution and the financing partners,
which brings security to planning.

Artistic processes live through the people who shape them. However, the relationship of
collectives needs a structure, lest conflicts arise. Anyone wor- king in a theater realizes how
difficult it is to bring together the various teams of a cultural enterprise. The aim of thismoduleis to
give an overview of ge- neral employment law in the Swiss, German and Austrian environments.
On the second day of the module, the collective labor law and the various forms of the Intendant
Agreement will be discussed.
An overview of the different conflicts between Art and Law - with special emphasis on the
right of personality- is given on the third day of the module. The three modules conclude with an
examination. The contents of the seminarswill bepresented inrevision form at thebeginningof the thirdmodule.

Module manager Prof. em. Dr. Hans Peter Wehrli
Hans Peter Wehrli is Chairman of the Board of the listed companies Belimo Holding AG (Hinwil) and Swiss Prime Site AG
(Olten) and President of Chaarts Chamber Aartists. He was formerly Professor of Business Administration and the Chair of
Marketing at the University of Zurich.

Module manager Prof. Dr. Felix Dasser
Felix Dasser is a titular professor at the University of Zurich with a focus on contract law and internatio- nal procedural law. He
is a full-time lawyer and partner of the law firm Homburger, Zurich, and manages the practice team Trials
(Prozesse)/Procedures. He works predominantly in the areas of international commercial disputes, litigation and
arbitration proceedings, as well as economic criminal law and com- pliance. He advises and represents among other things
numerous international companies from the fi- nancial and industrial sectors in international civil proceedings and
regulatory investigations. In addi- tion, he advises clients on cross-border transactions and disputes. He is a regular referee in
international commercial disputes. Felix Dasser also regularly speaks and publishes on topics related to international
private law and litigation and arbitration. Felix Dasser gives lectures at the University of Zurich on Civil Procedure and
Arbitration Law as well as Contract Law and International Private Law, and is a member of the Executive Committee of the
EMAA
.
Speaker Dr. Bernhard Opolony
Bernhard Opolony (* 1968) studied Literature and Law obtaining the titles Dr. med. Iur. He work as a ge- neral lawyer and
specialist in labor law in Leipzig and Stuttgart, and has publications on labor law on the stage. Since 2003 he is active in
various positions in the Bavarian Ministerial Administration.

Speaker Dr. Rudolf Ergenzinger
Rudolf Ergenzinger studied Business Administration at the University of Zurich. He then became a re- search assistant to the
Chair of Marketing and Lecturer at the University of Zurich. During this time he did his doctorate in Human Resources.
Currently he supports Prof. Dr. med. Martin Natter in his Assess- ment Lecture BWL I. His research focuses on strategic
marketing, retail marketing, multi/digital channel management, social media marketing and personal marketing.

Speaker Dr. Herbert Pfortmüller
Herbie Pfortmüller had and has the privilege of combining the pleasant with the useful. The pleasant thing is the
preoccupation with art in all its facets: fine arts, film, architecture, literature and above all music - U like E! And the useful? He
is also often allowed to deal with the pleasurable in his job, that is to say with all the questions that arise at the intersection of
art and law. Website www.mplaw.ch

Speaker Dorothea Bergler
Since 2015, Dorothea Bergler has been commissioned to set up fundraising at the University of Bern. A social manager and
fundraiser, she has worked for Caritas International, as well as a freelance consul- tant and as head of communication for
Swiss Refugee Aid. She completed her M.A. in social manage- ment and continued her education in fundraising, foundation
management and organizational develop- ment.
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Semester Four

Culture City Milano
Module 21

Positioning in the labor market
Module 22

What comprises the myth of the most famous opera house in the world?
Celebrated stars, glamorous lectures and the unique and opulent neoclassical

An effective position in the labor market is essential for a successful career move to leadership
after completing the EMAA. In the application process, graduates on the one hand stand out from
the crowd, and on the other hand, they do not pretend to be "real".
In addition to the development of competencies, the communication of in- dividual strengths
with the right target group of potential employers play a prominent role. But how do applicants
show to employers the morass bet- ween most attractive packaging and authenticity? The concern
ofself-marke- ting is not an artificial accommodation,
buttheconsciousemphasisonone'sownstrengths.Eachpersonrepresents
a quality, ability, and knowledge in their social environment. This must be
29
worked out in the context of self-marketing and must be consciously empha- sized. This entails the
realistic assessment of one's own personal strengths and characteristics. The job-search pathrequires
self-analysis and reflection.
Effective positioning of the "Me" brand is done on the one hand by means of CV, headshot, and
letter of application. On the other hand, the management of references, the handling of contacts and
work, and – when meeting in per- son - the communication of one's own abilities in harmony with
the preserva- tion of individual authenticity are also essential. Increasingly, social media are
increasingly gaining in importance in this regard.

interior design have given La Scala since 1778 a prominent public and world- wide acclaim. As part
of the study tour, the organizational, legal and artistic
aspects of the Teatro alla Scala di Milano will be highlighted.
How do Italian cultural institutions manage in times of diminishing public interest and high
economic pressure? On the basis of the Piccolo Teatro, a successful model of cultural marketing
is examined, which now serves as best practice for well-known cultural institutions around the
world. In addition, the ancient and important cultural tradition of Milan is considered, which is
always fertile ground for new, avant-garde performances. A visit to the Fon- dazione Prada serves
as a case study of these Italian cultural utopias. Cultural aspects of Italy, the country with the world's
most important UNESCO World Heritage Sites listed on the World Heritage List, complete the
study visit.
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The module is conducted in collaboration with the Accademia alla Scala di Milano.

Module manager Sabine von Anhalt
Managing Director of Anhalt Executive Search. She studied business administration and law at the Uni- versity of Würzburg,
then studied in South Africa, where she graduated in business administration. Her professional experience consists of ten
years in the pharmaceutical industry in international marketing and sales including in South Africa and. Asia She was for four
years senior manager in Scandinavia. She then repositioned from industry to strategy consulting for Deloitte Consulting. In
2000 she began in the field of executive search ar a major American recruitment consultancy specializing in “headhunting.
Since 2004, she has been a partner and shareholder in Amrop, one of the world's leading recruitment consultancies, and
since 2011 a member of the global Amrop Executive Board. Sabine von Anhalt’s cultu- ral interests include supporting a whole
range of cultural initiatives in Berlin. She has been closely asso- ciated with the Deutsche Oper Berlin for more than ten years
and is a treasurer on the board of the För- derkreis der Deutschen Oper Berlin.

Module manager Alexander Pereira
Alexander Pereira has been the CEO and Artistic Director of the Teatro alla Scala since 2014. He was born in Vienna in 1947 and
initially worked in tourism management and at Olivetti, while in his spare time he studied singing. From 1979 to 1983 he was a
board member of the Frankfurter Bachkonzerte, and from 1984 he was Secretary General of the Vienna Konzerthaus, where
he modernized the concert scene and attracted a new and younger audience. From 1991 to 2012, Alexander Pereira was
director of the Zurich Opera House, where he was particularly interested in the continuous development of the ensemble and
the promotion of promising young singers. Since 1996 he was Artistic Director and member of the Artis- tic Committee of the
Zurich Festival. Alexander Pereira also paid close attention to the development of a diverse educational program for the
Zurich Opera House and the increased presence of Zurich opera pro- ductions in the international DVD market. From 2011 to
2014, Alexander Pereira was Artistic Director of the Salzburg Festival.

Speaker Ulrich Beckendorff
Ulrich Beckendorff studied mechanical engineering with a specialization in production engineering at the Gottfried Wilhelm
Leibniz University in Hanover and then did his doctorate at the Production Tech- nology Center Hannover with a thesis on
knowledge-based production control. He became a founding partner of Amrops 2.0 Initiative in Germany, after which he
served as Partner and Managing Director un- til December 2014. Ulrich Beckendorff worked for several years in management
consulting before mo- ving to executive search in 1998, initially for MSL Management Selection and then as a freelance
execu- tive search consultant in Düsseldorf. His consulting experience includes executive search for top
management levels in automotive, technical products and systems engineering, cleantech, transporta- tion and logistics, an
in retail and professional services. In addition, he provides consulting services for decision-makers who lead processes
of change companies.

Speaker Astrid Welter
After completing her studies, Astrid Welter worked as a project manager with numerous international galleries. Since 1997
she has been developing the artistic program of the Fondazione Prada in collabora- tion with renowned contemporary artists
such as Dan Flavin, Walter De Maria, Laurie Anderson, Steve McQueen and John Baldessari, and co-ordinated the opening of
the Venetian venue Fondazione Prada in Ca'Corner della Regina and the exhibitions "The Small Utopia" (2012), "When
Attitudes Form": Bern (1969) / Venice (2013) and "Art or Sound" (2014). For the past five years she has been in charge first of the
construction, and then the curatorial content of the new Milanese venue of the Fondazione Prada, desig- ned by Rem
Koolhaas.
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Digital Brand Management
Module 23

Leadership and Conflict
Module 24

What makes a strong brand and what are its conditions for success and consequences? How
do cultural institutions find their customers and why do people choose to consume culture?
In this module, holistic, within- and cross-industry brand management strategies and their
implementation in cultural enterprises will be explained. Digitalization has also fundamentally
changed the concept of brand ma- nagement, and the use of new digital media is hugely
indispensable for suc- cessful brand management. This also means faster, more personal and
inno- vative brand engagement and a deeper exchange with the brand community
- the audience ideally being involved in the decision-making process.
How this successful interaction can succeed, what efficient consumer deve- lopment looks like,
and how to build a strong cultural brand are explained using examples and case studies.
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A decisive moment for the successful management of cultural enterprises is the topic of
"leadership and conflicts" or, more precisely, the management of leadership conflicts. The
"product" of theatrical and concert companies - the performance or performance - depends
exclusively on people; the event of the performance is unique and irretrievable. It is therefore
essential that the ma- nagement of a cultural institution identifies potential human conflict situations at an early stage and reacts to them professionally to them. Contents of the module are among
other things the field of tension of leadership and con- flict, trust, rules, understanding of the
game, consistent behavior and dia- logue. The recognition of typical conflict situations such as the
analysis of the
frelevent backgrounds and the presentation of alternative solutions are at the
forefront.
Within the module, the following sub-topics are discussed under the hea- ding "perceive and
deal with contexts": responsibility for leadership, funda- mentals of philosophical ethics, trust and
its basis (rules and consistent beha- vior), conflict zones in the theater from the point of view of the
employees and from the point of view of the management. In the concluding workshop, the
theoretical content will be redrafted using case studies.

Module manager Jürgen Häusler
Jürgen Häusler studied administrative sciences in Konstanz. He earned his doctorate at the University of Konstanz as a Ph.D.
rer. soc. He spent extended study visits at M.I.T. in Cambridge, Mass. and at the Re- newable Energy Institute in Alexandria,
VA, near Washington D.C. He taught social sciences at the Uni- versities of Frankfurt and Darmstadt and did research at the
Max Planck Institute for Social Research in Cologne. He has been Honorary Professor of Strategic Corporate
Communications at the University of Leipzig since 2005. In 1992, he joined Interbrand Zintzmeyer & Lux GmbH as Managing
Director, where he served as Chairman of Interbrand Central and Eastern Europe from 2009 to 2015. As a volunteer until 2017,
he was President of the Carrier Association of the Cabaret Voltaire in Zurich - the birthplace of Da- daism. As an internationally
recognized brand expert, he supervised numerous renowned companies and institutions in strategic brand management,
primarily in Switzerland and Germany. Born in Ulm, he has retired in 2015 and now lives in Locarno. He publishes in various
periodicals and books. He is amomg other positions, a member of the Advisory Board of the magazine "Marketing Review
St. Gallen".

Module manager Sir Peter Jonas
Sir Peter Jonas, was born in London in 1946. After studying literature and musicology, he was until 1984 artistic director of
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. 1984-1993 he was General Director of the English National Opera, and in 1993 to 2006
State Intendant of the Bavarian State Opera. During 2001-2006 he was Chairman of the German Opera Conference. In 2000 he
was knighted by H.M. Queen Elizabeth II. He is Fellow of the Royal College of Music, London, Royal Northern College,
Manchester and the University of Sussex. He is recipient of the Bavarian Order of Merit, the Maximilian Order for Science and
Art, and recived the Cultural Honorary Award of the State Capital Munich. During 2004 to 2012 he was on the Board of
Trustees of the Berlin Opera. Since 2007 he sits on the Board of Directors Dutch Opera, Amster- dam, and the University of
Lucerne. He lectures at various universities. Sir Peter is a fan of cricket and the TV Epic Series / Cinema Geek Nerd". Sir Peter
lives in Zurich and has now completed the last leg of a walk from Inverness to Palermo.

Speaker Prof. Dr. Birgit Mandel
Birgit Mandel studied cultural education, majoring in theater, literature and visual arts at the University of Hildesheim and
received her doctorate in 1995. This was followed by teaching assignments at the Uni- versity of the Arts in Berlin, the
University of Vienna, the University of Arts in Helsinki and in Belgrade, and in various fields of practice in cultural
management, such as the Berliner Festspiele GmbH, the Berli- ner Kultursenat, the Bar jeder Vernunft Berlin and the
nationwide GmbH Wissenschaft im Dialog. Since 2007 she has been Professor of Cultural Management and Cultural
Mediation at the Institute for Cultural Policy of the University of Hildesheim and degree program coordinator for the B.A. study
program in Cul- tural Studies and Aesthetic Practice B.A. and the M.A in Cultural Mediation. She advises various cultural
institutions in Germany on strategies of cultural mediation, audience development and cultural marke - ting and carries out
research projects in these areas. She is the publisher of the research website kultur- vermittlung-online.de.
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Speaker Prof. Dr. Markus Huppenbauer
After holding leading positions in the Reformed Church in Zurich, the Swiss Study Foundation and the University of Zurich,
Markus Huppenbauer is now Professor of Ethics and Director of the Center for Reli- gion, Economics and Politics at the
University of Zurich. He is also a member of the board of the Swiss Excellence Forum and speaker of the jury of the Swiss
Ethics Award. His research interests include corpo- rate ethics, with particular emphasis on issues of ethical norms and
values, ethical conduct and ethical decision-making in practical contexts, and the relationship between religion and
business.
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Communicating with the Press
Module 25

Cultural city of Berlin: Preservation of cultural heritage
Module 26

For the successful positioning of one's own cultural institution, the mastery of the basis of
communication and the use of media is essential. Complex issues that are comprehensible,
attractive, and amenable to rapid communi- cation are taught in this module as well as the
examination of verbal and nonverbal behavior (speech, speech, body language, and reasoning)
in rela- tion to television-specific formats. There is training on making an authentic and
convincing appearance before the camera and microphone through per- sonal interviews,
including controversial and aggressive approaches, state- ments and quotes. After each interview
an analysis of the video documenta- tion regarding the strengths and the potential for
improvement of the
participant will be made. In addition, the manner in which media outlets work is conveyed by
switching the roles of the interviewee to the questioner. The student will recognize questioning
tactics and motives for journalistic interviews in order to deal calmly with aggressive questions, as
may be requi- red. Handouts on the respective topics help to deepen the acquired know- ledge.
After completion of the seminar, the trainer will be available for the participants up to half a year
for personal inquiries and for possible prepara- tion of current practical cases. This personal
coaching service is part of the workshop.
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Berlin is a world-class cultural metropolis with around 180 museums and collections, 440
galleries, three opera houses, eight large symphonic orche- stras, 130 cinemas, about 150 theaters
and stages, as well as numerous other cultural institutions; the German capital offers more than
1,500 events every day. As an opera metropolis the German capital flourishes like no other. The
city is world famous for its three opera houses, orchestras like the Berliner Philharmonic and
large concert halls. But how can this valuable cultural heri- tage be preserved in times of chronic
neglect, not only in being kept alive by cultural enterprises, but also remaining socially relevant
and vital? How to prevailasaculturalinstitutionagainst massivecompetition, withoutslipping
into the commonplace.
The participants of this module will investigate this question in seminars with the directors of
the Deutsche Oper Berlin, the State Opera and the Direc- tor of the newly created Humboldt-Forum,
and will learn how one is in Berlin to progress from the impoverished manager to an identitycreating cultural designer.

Module manager Matthias Schulz
Born in 1977 in Munich, Matthias Schulz studied piano and economics. From 1999 he worked forthe Salz- burg Festival, inter alia
as a concert director. Since March 2012 he has been Commercial Director and Arti- stic Director of the Mozarteum Foundation in
Salzburg. As of 2018, Matthias Schulz succeeds Jürgen Flimm as artistic director of the Berlin State Opera.

Speaker Prof. Dr. h.c. Hermann Parzinger
During 1979-1985 hedf studied prehistory and early history at the Ludwig-Maximilians University Mu- nich, the University of
Saarland and the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia. He defended his PhD in 1985, and was during 1986-1990 assistant to the
Chair of Pre- and Protohistory of the Ludwig- Maximilians University Munich. In 1991 he obtained Habilitation and and
became Privatdozent in Munich. During 1990-1994 he was Deputy Director of the Roman-Germanic Commission of the
German Archaeological Institute in Frankfurt, and was in 1995-2003 Director of the Eurasia Department of the German
Archaeo- logical Institute in Berlin. In 1996 he wasaAppointed Honorary Professor for Pre- and Early history at the Free
University of Berlin. He was in 1998 recipient the Leibniz Prize of the Deutsche Forschungsgemein- schaft, and served during
2003-2008 as President of the German Archaeological Institute Berlin. Since 2008 he has been President of the Prussian
Cultural Heritage Foundation Berlin.

Module manager Christoph Fasel
Christoph Fasel is a journalist, author and scientist. The graduate Germanist attended the Henri Nannen School in Hamburg
and then worked for Bild-Zeitung, Eltern and Stern magazine. He was Editor-in-Chief of Readers Digest, led the Henri Nannen
School and became Professor of Media and Communication Ma- nagement at the College of Business and Media in Calw
(Baden-Württemberg). Fasel is the author of journalistic books and the bestseller «Samuel Koch - Two Lives». He has given
around 200 interviews on radio and TV in his capacity as reporter and Editor-in-Chief, as a member of the Bayerischer
Rundfunk, as a STERN reporter and editor-in-chief of Reader Digest in Germany and Austria, and has personally made
interviews with contemporary luminaries such as Richard von Weizsäcker, Helmut Kohl, Helmut Schmidt, Viktor Klima,
Angela Merkel, Rita Süssmuth, the Dalai Lama, Thor Heyerdahl or Mikhail Gorbachev.

Speaker Dietmar Schwarz
Dietmar Schwarz studied literature and theater studies in Munich and at the Sorbonne in Paris. His pro- fessional postings
have been at the Theater Freiburg, the Bremen Theater and the Frankfurt Opera. In 1994 he returned to the Bremen Theater as
the chief dramaturge for musical theater. From 1998 he was Opera Director at the National Theater Mannheim, and from 2006 to
2012 held that position at the Thea- ter Basel. Under his leadership, the Basel Opera was named the "Opera House of the Year"
(2009 and 2010) twice consecutively in the critics' poll of the trade journal "Opernwelt". In the summer of 2012, Dietmar
Schwarz became the director of the Deutsche Oper Berlin. He is a member of the Intendant jury of the Ring Award, the
International Competition for Directing and Stage Design in Graz. He is also a member of the think tank on the future of the
Lucerne theater scene. Dietmar Schwarz has been appoin- ted a member of the German Academy of Performing Arts.

Speaker Heiko Schwöbel
Heiko Schwöbel studied business administration at the University of Tübingen. After holding leadership positions at,
among other imnstitutions, Hermes Kreditversicherung, Allianz AG and Dresdner Bank, he worked as a manager of major
projects in communications, marketing and sales. Herr Schwöbel is an ex- pert in agenda setting, strategy and
communication development. With the help of paradoxical inter- ventions and crisis communication, he makes companies
and institutions heard. He conducts research in the field of consumer communication, is a consumer journalist and has been
active for 26 years as a trai- ner, communications consultant and executive coach.
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Studieninhalt

Graduate Studies at the University of
Zurich – Where research and
scholarship shape your career
Even when only a few years have passed since graduation from a course of study, a degree may
lose some of itsvalue dueto knowledge attrition and new developments in the field. Regular
further studies work against this and foster an above-average competitive skills/knowledge
portfolio.
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The University of Zurich offers people with university degrees or equivalent education a richly
diverse selection of further education opportunities. This includes Certificates of Study,
Diplomas and Masters Degree Programs as well as a variety of individual courses.

Graduate education at the University of Zurich does not only educate, but provides for
exchange of knowledge as well. Through the use of examples and exercises drawn from real
life, the program participants discover new techniques, models and practices that are useful in
their everyday careers. Through ongoing comparisons with universities and further education
ins- titutions at home and abroad, as well as through the selection of academi- cally educated
and engaged lecturers we offer an educational standard at the highest university level.

Universität Zürich
Weiterbildung
Hirschengraben 84
8001 Zürich
Tel. 044 634 29 67
wbinfo@wb.uzh.ch www.weiterbildung.uzh.ch
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